Magnetic coupling in dinuclear Gd complexes.
A spin density functional (SDFT) study of carboxylate-bridged and diazenido-bridged dinuclear gadolinium compounds is presented. Calculated magnetic coupling constants for the carboxylate-bridged structures are in good agreement with experimental data, confirming the ability of the broken symmetry approach used in this work to predict magnetic behavior in such compounds. The systematic trend wherein symmetrically bridged complexes are antiferromagnetically coupled and asymmetrically bridged are ferromagnetically coupled is reproduced by the SDFT calculations. The mechanism underlying magnetic coupling in closed- and open-shell dinuclear complexes is described using a perturbative molecular orbital model that focuses the influence of the 4f(7)-5d exchange interaction on molecular orbitals with significant 5d-orbital character for the complex [[[(Me(3)Si)(2)N](2)(thf)Gd](2)(N(2))]. Open-shell electronic configurations facilitate strong ferromagnetic coupling, whereas in closed-shell systems antiferromagnetic coupling is usually preferred.